
Miami 

 Colours        Navy Blue, Cobalt Blue & Olive Green 

 Size              148x148mm             

Make your pool the main event. The Miami range of pool tiles comes in various 

shades of dark blue and sea water green. Be creative and use the decorative feature 

to create a rustic design in a contemporary setting. Relax and enjoy Miami in the 

comfort of your own backyard.  
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GNS Ceramics recommends that our retail shops pass on the following information to the installer and end-user. 

 
Ceramic tiles are only one component of a much larger building system. It is our experience that failure of any 
tiling system is very often the result of a combination of factors. For example; inappropriate design, type of 
substrate, surface preparation, temperature during installation, adhesives, incompatibility of products, product 
failure, environmental factors skill and knowledge of the installers etc; the latter being supplied or controlled by a 
variety of manufacturers and tradesmen. GNS Ceramics has no involvement in the design, selling and 
installation processes and once goods have been dispatched from our warehouse we have no control over 
where and how these products are used. As a result the project manager, and or the tiler are the only people in a 
position to ensure that all the components used in a project are compatible and that the product is installed in 
accordance with the Australian Building Code and the Australian Standards. 
 
Installation Instructions for all types of tiles can be found in the GNS Ceramics Price List, and on our website. We 
suggest these are followed at all times. 
 
Cleaning and Maintenance 
 

Do not use abrasive cleaners and chemicals which could permanently scratch and damage the surface of the 
tile. For daily cleaning we recommend the use of a mild PH Neutral detergent. Should a more vigorous cleaning 
programme be required we recommend the use of a proprietary tile cleaner from a specialty tile supplier. 
 
Colour & Pattern Variation Guide 
 

 
Uniform Appearance 

 
Slight Variation 

 
Moderate Variation 

 
High Variation 

 
 
Classes of Use 
The classification has taken into account the recommendations of the Australian Standards; however, they are 
given for general guidance only. They are valid for the given application under NORMAL CONDITIONS and 
should not be taken to provide accurate product specifications for specific requirements. 
WARNING: Other standards and building code requirements may affect your selection of tiles. 
Consideration should be given to the footwear, type of pedestrian traffic and cleaning methods expected. Floors 
should be adequately protected against soiling from following trades during installation; they should also be 
protected against scratching dirt at the entrances to building by interposing footwear cleaning devices. For 
example, mats, shoe scrapers, static devices, etc. 
 
CLASS 2 - Floor coverings in areas that are walked on with soft-soled or normal footwear with, at the most, 
occasional small amounts of scratching dirt; For example, main bathrooms, bedrooms with the exception of those 
areas that experience heavy pedestrian traffic, i.e. work boots, stilettos, and outdoor shoes. 
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SANWON.net 

 

产品技术指标 
PRODUCT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 

 

编号№ 2015GLPOR148X148 

日期 DATE:17 July2015 

页码 PAGE: 1/1 
 

Attention: Our products are manufactured under strict observation of GB/T4100-2006<ISO13006:1998>, regular quality control audits ensure 
continuing compliance to the determined manufacturing standards, minor variations can occur with some values from lot to lot, within the allowable 
tolerances. The performance of our product is in updating, for example with installation of new equipment, which will be subject to change without 

prior notice.  
*** 

REMARK: For some old stocks, the thickness is 7.2mm instead of 7.5mm. 

SCOPE: This specification applies to SANWON –AQUABELLA Pool Tiles in sizing 6”x6” (Actual 148mm x 148mm x 7.5mm)  

项目 
PROPERTY 

方法 
TEST  

指标 
PERFORMANCE 

尺寸和表面 DIMENSIONS AND SURFACE QUALITY  

表面质量 
Surface quality 

GB/T 3810.2 <ISO10545-2> 

A minimum of 95% of the tiles shall befree from visible defects 
that would impair the appearance of a major area of tiles. 

长度 Length, in mm Length 148± 1.0 mm <±0.68%> 

宽度 Width, in mm Width 148± 1.0 mm <±0.68%> 

厚度 Thickness, in mm Thickness 7.5±0.3 mm <±4.00%> 

边直度（正面） 
Straightness of sides(facial) 

±0.3% 

直角度 
Rectangularity 

±0.4% 

物理性能 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES   

吸水率 
Water absorption 

GB/T 3810.3 <ISO10545-3> 
平均值 average ≤0.5% 
单个值 individual maximum 0.6% 

E ≤0.5% 

破坏强度 N 
Breaking strength 

GB/T 3810.4 <ISO10545-4> 

≥1300 N 

断裂模数 N/mm2 (MPa) 

Modulus of rupture 
≥35N/mm2 

线性热膨胀系数 
Coefficient of linear thermal expansion 

GB/T 3810.8 <ISO10545-8> 
从环境温度到 100 摄氏度 
From ambient temperature to 100 °C 

6.6*10-6 

有釉砖抗釉裂性 
Crazing resistance 

GB/T 3810.11 <ISO10545-11> 
经试验无釉裂 
No crazing found after test 

Required 

抗冻性 

Frost resistance 
GB/T 3810.12 <ISO10545-12> 

经试验无裂纹或剥落 

No crackle found after test 
Required 

化学性能 CHEMICAL PROPERTIES  

化学腐蚀性 

耐低浓度酸和碱 
Resistance to lowConcentrations  
ofacids and alkalis. 

GB/T 3810.13 <ISO10545-13> 

盐酸 
3% HCl x96 hours 

GLA 

柠檬酸 
100g/LC6H8O7 x24 hours 

GLA 

氢氧化钾 
30g/L KOH x96 hours  

GLA 

耐家庭试剂和泳池盐类 
Resistance to householdcleaners  

and swimming pool salts 

GB/T 3810.13 <ISO10545-13> 

氯化氨 
100g/L NH4Cl x24 hours  

Minimum GB 
Minimum UB 

次氯酸钠 

20mg/L NaClO x24hours  

Minimum GB 

Minimum UB 

耐污染性 
Resistance to staining 

GB/T 3810.14<ISO10545-14> 
有釉砖 
Glazed tiles 

Class 5 
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